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Free ballistic calculator software

A pointer to ballistic software that can be used on the web (and others). I haven't used most of these programs, so I don't try to review or even recommend some of them. This page is a central place where people can find what's available. If you have or know of any other software that is not listed here, please let us know. Dead links are sometimes removed - usually if you can't
find them an more on Google. Programs are listed alphabetically by the names of the two sections. The first section, Programs, lists the commercial and free programs you currently know. The second section of the web-based section lists web-based calculation programs. The program has a small arm and a Windows-based ballistics program for Al_Bal. Good Windows installation.
Free. The Valcal 6.2 Windows Ballistics program was written in Visual Basic. There are many features (like many programs here). The price is $49.95 for a CD. Ballistic Ballistics is a fast and highly accurate ballistic ballistic calculator and range companion for the iPhone. Currently $3.99 US. Ballistic_XLR modified pessa model implemented in a spreadsheet. Free. Oehler
Research Demo and Ballistic Explorer by Dos and External Ballistics Program for Windows. $60-$70. Ballystick Pro 1.1 Shareware Ballistics Program by Apple/McHelge Peters. The program includes eight features for sports shooters, hunters and 19th-placers. The price is $20.00 US. Windows Barnes' Windows-based ballistics program, Barnes Ballistics for version 2. Runs on
Windows '95 and above. Price is $49.95 ($19.95 upgradeable). Crony Inc. photographed in the Crony Ballistics II software external ballistics program. $19.95 to $54.95 to recipients. Used as a PC/bullet. DOS-based program from EB4 (External Ballistics 4) R. Nennstiel. The program uses a modified point mass trajectory and can perform simulations. There is now a demo version
available at the download price of 300 DM (about $180 US). Exbal window-based ballistics program. There is also a program for farm pilots. Accept PayPal starting at $30. Field Launch Solutions PDA Software. Prices start at $395. Jeffrey Kolve Free online calculator for external ballistics inside, external ballistics and other calculations. Honadi Reload Windows I found references
to some Windows software on the Honedy site, but it seemed to be a reload manual on disk. I found their ballistics program in Midway. Median price is $31.99 (June 1997). A number of software packages for horus vision PDAs. They also sell rifle ranges that they use with their software. iSnipe iPhone app. Price is $14.99. Kac Bullet Flying Knight's Armed Bullet Flight is a military-
grade ballistic computer that provides a quick solution in the field. Software for iPhone and iPod. Outside the Keystone Reinforced Ballistic System (there is an internal ballistic program available) ballistics program for DOS. $12.95. This is a demo that you can download. Modern ballistics are currently in beta. The cost is $45 for the first year and $45 for the first year. After that,
including a free upgrade. External ballistic package for Night Force Optical Pocket PC, Palm Pilot and Windows. There is no price I can see. Target software Windows-based computer programs for rifles, pistols, shotgun shooters and 3ders. $49.95-$69.95. [Note: This is software and dosing in any way, on target!, which I used to sell.] Point blank ... Windows PC Ballistics and Re-
Power Program. Free! PRODAS Prodas, PROjctile design and analysis system. Professional system used in many countries. I can't find the price anywhere - I've heard it's about $6000. Reinhard Becker's Prozectil 2 freeware ballistics program. qBal qBal Ballistic Simulator is a full functional external ballistic calculator software for shooter enthusiasts and hunters. qBal provides
high-precision ballistic calculations with an easy-to-use interface from the start. Linhard Becker's freeware ballistics program. $5. QuickTARGET and QuickTARGET and QuickLOAD ballistic programs. More information can be found here. RCBS. Load a new program in RCBS. The people of GMDR provided nice graphs and drawings from the bullet design program: 168 gn Int.,
bullet and stability, 338 Millard case drawings and 75 gn VMax. The software is now available on CD-ROM. Recreational Software Inc. Ballistics, Macintosh and re-power and recreational software for Windows. Rob's re-power organizer. Re-launch and ballistic software in Sweden. The price is $30 USD. Shooting! Ballistic software for hunters, 1000s and target shooters. Free 30-
day trial. $39.95. Sierra's out-of-the-way ballistic computer software Sierra's new window ballistics program. It will be released in January 1999. $59.99 + S&amp;amp; H Silhouette Ballistic Version 9.0 is a program set of 10 windows for competitive and high power shooting games. $38.50. A new, free ballistic program for Small Arms Ballistic Unix and Windows. Distributed under a
GNU public license. Distributed as a compileable C program or in Python. Strellock ballistic calculator for Mac OS X. It seems to be free. Swarovski is simple, accurate and practical. Online programs. Tio G.O. Ballistics Program DOS Ballistics Program Thio G.O. Engineering, Pennsylvania. You can get in touch at P.O. Box 913, Wells Borro, PA, 16901, (505) 724-3533 (Thank You
Money!) $24. Orbital Plot Shareware External Ballistics Software, $10 registration fee. There is also a group size calculator. The big game information advanced ballistic calculator is a ASP.Net version of my online program (the online version is available under the GNU public license and can be downloaded. Handloads.com Online Trajectory Calculator. They also have recoil and
energy calculators. JBM Small Arms Ballistics My site is dedicated to small arms ballistics (you're already here!). You can find online calculations for ballistic coefficients, maximum range, trajectory, and more. Honadi () Calculator Honadi's new and improved calculator includes both basic and advanced features. Nikon Spot a number of good features on Nikon's web-based
calculator. The Norma Ballistics Java-based ballistics program provides data on hunting and matching bullets. Click the ballistic link on the menu. Vortex Standard LRBC Vortex Optical Online Ballistics Calculator February 26, 2008 HuntingNut.com website offers point blank ballistic and re-titled software for free. In other words, the program is absolutely free forever - not just during
the trial period. We always use point blanks to calculate the rifle's come-ups and winds, as well as compare ballistics between different chambers or compare different bullets. Point blanks allow you to change the bullet BC value and immediately see the effect on wind and drop. Point blank calculates muzzle energy and recoil force. Point Blank also holds all the re-power
information in the built-in database. Enter caliber (chamber), bullets, powder, speed and other important variables. You can then quickly access hundreds of different load combinations. Click here to download point blank re-installation and ballistic software v2.0 (ZIP Archive). (Note: This 1.13mb file is for Windows computers; you can also plot shots on test targets using point
blanks; this makes it easy to compare the accuracy of different recipes during load development. Similar post: Versatile Point Bean Ballistic Software Offers Free Point Bean Software Free Ballistics Program Lapua Free Advanced Ballistic Software Sierra Infinity 7 Ballistic Software Free Recoil Calculation - Video Show Permalink Hot Deal Calculate ballistic reloads, make the leap
from dedicated devices to smart phone apps. Here are some of the best details you can download: August 22, 2019More Range Life combines complete field environmental measurements with accurate ballistic solutions from the integrated Honedi 4DOF® ballistic solver, and this rugged all-in-one handheld unit provides the convenience and accuracy you need for long-distance
success in any condition. Shipping now! The free trial139.46 MB continues and the app Lapua Ballistics is the ultimate in accurate external ballistic software for inducing altitude (shooting distance) and wind correction solutions to range, in special operations or hunting fields. Lapua's Fast Target Unlimited (QTU) software is for PC and home calculations, bullet comparison, ballistic
table printing and more, while the new Lapua Ballistics program is always available in your pocket - with the same very high level of accuracy. Lapua ballistics are based on accurate Doppler radar ballistic measurements of Lapua bullets, which are only available for Lapua bullets. This allows you to It is much more accurate than other ballistic programs for ballistic mobile phones.
Only fast target unlimited software can be compared to this level of accuracy. For example, the program's altitude error is less than 2.5 cm (1) for a 338 Lapua Magnum at 1,500 meters (1,640yds), less than a quarter of a single click, and a standard 1↔4 MOA click range. For traditional B.C. (G1), the error exceeds 1 meter (&gt;40). Lapua Ballistics is a free trial software application
in another subcategr category that is part of the gaming and entertainment category. The app is currently available in English and was last updated on 02/01/2014. The program can be installed on Android 1.6 and above. The file size of Lapua Ballistics (version 2.0.74) is 139.46 MB and can be downloaded from our website. Click the green download button above to get started. So
far, the program has been downloaded 434 times. We have already confirmed that the download link is safe, but for your own protection, we recommend scanning the downloaded software with an antivirus. Publisher LapuaBallitics Release Date 2014-02-01 Language English Category Games and Entertainment Subcategring Different Operating Systems Android File Size 139.46
MB Total Download 434 License Model Free Trial Price N/A Here you can find lapua ballistic's change log 2013-08-21. The latest version is 2.0.74 and has been updated to soft112.com 2019-09-16. See below for changes to each version: Our recommendations for multiple fixes and update-related programs
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